Resolution 67.2
Emergency resolution on avoiding disastrous and unmanageable climate
change and ocean acidification impacts by returning atmospheric CO2
concentrations to below 350 parts per million while it is still possible to do so.
The 67th WAZA Annual Conference, Melbourne 11 October 2012
RECOGNIZING NASA’s confirmation (27 August 2012) that Arctic sea ice has shrunk to a
new low in the era of detailed satellite observations as further evidence that atmospheric
concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO2) have already exceeded their safe planetary boundary;
CONCERNED that climate system inertia is masking the true impact of current CO2 levels and
the amplifying feedback effects they are already starting to generate;
ALARMED that their combined impacts will include unstoppable disintegration of sea ice, icesheets and mountain glaciers with resultant dangerous sea level rise and greatly reduced
freshwater supplies; thawing and release of frozen carbon and methane hydrates; ocean
acidification; shifting climate zones; extreme weather events and mass biodiversity extinctions
with profound consequences for humanity;
RECOGNISING that the essential mitigation actions are a linear phase-out of coal emissions
by 2030; avoiding emissions from ‘hard to reach’ conventional oil and gas reserves, avoiding
emissions of oil shale, tar sands and other unconventional fossil fuels and reducing current
atmospheric CO2 concentrations to below 350 parts per million (ppm), especially through
reversing the destruction and degradation of natural habitats and the negative net impact of
agricultural practices;
FURTHER RECOGNISING that the fate of biodiversity and humanity is dependent on these
dangers and mitigation imperatives being acknowledged and effectively addressed;
Therefore
REQUESTS all WAZA members to:
•

Actively reduce CO2 emissions wherever possible and, where it is not possible,
to compensate for via best practice habitat support initiatives.

•

Call on world leaders to avoid disastrous and unmanageable climate change
and ocean acidification impacts by implementing the essential mitigation
actions detailed in this emergency resolution for curtailing further growth of CO2
emissions and returning atmospheric CO2 concentrations to below 350ppm
while it is still possible to do so.

•

Prioritise awareness raising and visitor engagement focus on these threat and
response issues.
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Emergency climate change and ocean acidification resolution Annex
1. New,
This emergency resolution is responding to newly published science and real-time impact observations.
These predominantly, but not exclusively, pertain to polar, montane and methane hydrate cryosphere
impacts and their implications. The latest such development is NASA’s confirmation (27 August 2012)
that Arctic sea ice has shrunk to a new low in the period of accurate satellite observations. These
developments strongly support the scientific case that atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide
have exceeded their relatively safe planetary boundary of 350ppm and urgently need returning below
this level if disastrous and unmanageable climate change and ocean acidification impacts are to be
avoided.

2. Urgent,
The above impact developments together with amplifying feedbacks and climate system inertia
considerations imply a greatly reduced response time for implementing the essential mitigation actions
highlighted in the resolution.
3. Could not have been foreseen.
In addition to the newly published science, impact observations and their elevated threat implications,
the resolution is necessitated by the continued inadequate formal recognition (across
intergovernmental, national, academic, environmental and socio-economic sectors) of the threat
severity and policy response imperatives. Resultant continued tracking of worst-case IPCC emission
scenarios with no sign of effective commitment to, or implementation of essential mitigation actions
highlights the current lack of effective engagement, especially in context of the greatly reduced
response time remaining.
4. Responds to matters of the agenda.
The threat and response issues addressed by this emergency resolution are highly relevant to our
community’s overarching conservation interests and highlights the critical role that our community has
in determining best conservation responses and helping to resolve the current dilemma of insufficient
threat acknowledgement and inadequate policy responses to this great environmental crisis.

